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 1 

Dear Editor, 2 

thank you for conducting the review process and for the invitation to submit a revised version with 3 

minor revisions. We apologize for the late completion of the author comments in response to the 4 

reviewers’ comments. Although the required revision were classified "minor" we have taken the 5 

opportunity to rework and redesign some of the figures and to give a more thorough interpretation of 6 

the mechanisms leading to the AMOC decrease in subtropical and subpolar latitudes (see the individual 7 

responses to the reviewers). We hope that we have improved the clarity of the argument and the visual 8 

appearance of the figures. 9 

 10 

Response to Review 1: 11 

Response to RC C1370: 'Review of the manuscript  Junglaus et al.', Anonymous Referee #1, 27 Aug. 2014: 12 

We thank the reviewer for his/her insightful comments, which have helped us to clarify our arguments 13 

and to improve the manuscript. We display here the reviewer’s comments in italic, our response in 14 

regular font, and quotation from the modified manuscript in quotation marks. 15 

Junglaus et al. present results from Earth system model simulations over the last millennium that 16 

reproduce and explain reconstructed integrated quantities such as pan-Arctic temperature evolution 17 

during the pre-industrial millennium, and the Atlantic Water warming in Fram Strait in the 20th century. 18 

They suggest that the associated increase in ocean heat transfer to the Arctic can be traced back to 19 

changes in the ocean circulation in the sub-polar North Atlantic. The interplay between a weakening 20 

overturning circulation and a strengthening subpolar gyre as a consequence of 20th century global 21 

warming could act as a driving mechanism for the pronounced warming along the Atlantic Water path 22 

toward the Arctic. Generally, the data is very interesting. As the ocean circulation is among the dominant 23 

climate factors, the research papers of this kind discussing on basin-wide circulation variability are very 24 

important regarding to present-day climate change. The paper is definitely suitable for Climate of the 25 

Past and should be published. However, since I am not a modeler, I cannot take a stand on quality of 26 

modeling despite its key role in this paper. 27 

We thank the reviewer for the positive over-all evaluation of the manuscript. Regarding the aspect of 28 

“quality of the model”, we have included, in response to one of reviewer #2’s criticism, a more thorough 29 

discussion of how the model results relate to observations. (see response to review #2, general comment 30 

#1). 31 

I my point of view, the missing assessment of external factors (volcanic and solar forcing) and especially 32 

the interaction of Arctic sea ice –AMOC is the main weakness of the paper. I can understand that the 33 

authors want to keep the paper as compact as it stands now. However, the role of sea ice is not 34 

recommended to pass over due to its robust role in the ocean circulation system. 35 
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As we have stated in the manuscript, we want, in the present paper, discuss and analyze the dynamical 36 

changes that have led to the pronounced warming in the Atlantic Waters in Fram Strait and the 37 

unprecedented changes in the North Atlantic in the 20th century. We do that in the context of 38 

simulations that cover the entire last millennium to discriminate these changes from natural variability. 39 

In contrast to internally-generated variability  and changes owing to volcanic and solar forcings, the 20th 40 

century changes have specific characteristics that are related to the anthropogenic forcing. We wish to 41 

concentrate on these effects. An investigation of the variability in the ocean-atmosphere circulation 42 

during the pre-industrial period is presently under way and has evolved in a PhD project.  43 

We understand the reviewer’s point to give a more in-depth analysis of the mechanisms that lead to a 44 

modulation or a weakening of the AMOC. We are thankful for this hint because it helped us to further 45 

clarify the mechanisms involved. We agree and have  published earlier (Jungclaus et al., 2005, see 46 

reference list) on the connection between Arctic sea-ice, fresh-water export from the Arctic via the East 47 

Greenland Current, convection in the Labrador Sea, and its influence on the AMOC. We have therefore 48 

extended our analyses to include an assessment of the factors modulating the AMOC strength in our 49 

present simulations. We find that, in the pre-industrial period, multi-decadal variations in LSW formation 50 

and AMOC are indeed related to fresh-water (and sea-ice) exports through Denmark Strait that are 51 

reflected in the surface salinity changes in the Labrador Sea (see the new figure 8). However, in the 52 

industrial period, under the anthropogenic forcing, the relation between freshening, cooling and 53 

weakened AMOC breaks down. Instead the decrease in surface density and stability in the convection 54 

region is characterized by warming that is accompanied by a slight freshening (caused, indeed by 55 

enhanced fresh-water export from the Arctic). We have included a new Figure 8a and an updated figure 56 

8b that show the connection between AMOC, LSW formation, and the water mass properties in the 57 

Labrador Sea convection region. We have included an additional paragraph describing this figure: 58 

 “To further elucidate the origin of the circulation changes we identify first the reason for the 59 

weakening of the AMOC in the subtropical and subpolar North Atlantic. A key ingredient 60 

modulating the AMOC here is the strength of deep water formation in the Labrador Sea (Latif 61 

et al., (2006), Lohmann et al., 2014). To quantify the latter we calculate the thickness of the 62 

Labrador Sea Water (LSW) in the region (Lohmann et al., 2014). Normalizing the anomalies, we 63 

see a clear co-variability with the AMOC at 30N and 1500m depth when AMOC lags by roughly 64 

8-10 years. Next, we establish a link between LSW thickness and surface properties by 65 

correlating LSW thickness with the surface density field (not shown), which reveals the central 66 

Labrador Sea as convection hot-spot. The evolution of surface density, temperature and salinity 67 

in the so-identified region reveals, as expected, that enhanced LSW formation comes together 68 

with positive density anomalies at the surface, which reduce the static stability and induce 69 

convection. Also shown in Figure 8a are the corresponding temperature and salinity time 70 

series. Following the evolution through the last three centuries indicate pronounced multi-71 

decadal variability and pronounced differences between the industrial period and the centuries 72 

before. The multidecadal variability is characterized by co-varying temperature and salinity, 73 

where apparently, density is determined by the salinity changes (e.g., fresher and lighter 74 

conditions lead to less dense surface waters, which is not compensated by colder 75 

temperatures). The variations in the regional fresh-water budget is mainly caused by 76 
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modulations of the sea-ice and fresh water supply from higher latitudes (Jungclaus et al., 2005). 77 

During the 20th century, however, this relation breaks down as somewhat fresher conditions 78 

(also caused by increasing sea-ice and fresh-water export through Denmark Strait, not shown) 79 

go along with a general warming, partly caused by direct radiative forcing, partly be 80 

redistribution of heat by an enhanced Irminger Current. As a result, AMOC weakens at latitudes 81 

downstream from the LSW formation region. The temporal evolution of the vertical density 82 

structure in the Labrador Sea indicates then generally less dense conditions in the upper 83 

2000m. Interestingly, the deepest layers are characterized by relatively colder temperatures 84 

and higher densities that are caused by the enhanced overturning in the Nordic Seas and 85 

associated changes in the strength and density of the Denmark Strait overflow. Changes in the 86 

vertical density structure are important for the east-west density gradient driving the AMOC 87 

(Lozier et al., 2010), but also affect the baroclinic structure of the gyre directly (Drijfhout and 88 

Hazeleger, 2006).” 89 

Apart from that, I can find only some minor technical issues which should be taken into account before 90 

the manuscript could be published in Climate of the Past. 91 

Minor comments: 92 

2901, lines 21-25: I wonder why the ”great 1258” eruption is not clearly discernible in model simulations 93 

though Tambora eruptions 1809/1815 can be seen in all models (see Fig. 2a)?  94 

We don’t have a definite answer to that. The biggest volcanoes (1258, 1453, 1809-15) are clearly visible 95 

e.g., in simulated global mean temperature. We assume that internal variability is large relative to 96 

volcanic disruptions in the Arctic. Moreover, Zanchettin et al. (2013, modified reference!) have shown 97 

that initial conditions and the presence of a “double eruptions”, like 1809/1815 might determine the 98 

actual response. We have (slightly) modified the manuscript: 99 

“The resilience to volcanic forcing reflects the relatively small signal-to-noise ratio of Arctic 100 

summer temperatures, due to both strong internal variability of the Arctic regional climate (e.g. 101 

Beitsch et al., 2014) and seasonal character of local response mechanisms, which are most 102 

prominent in boreal winter (e.g., Zanchettin et al., 2012). Zanchettin et al. (2013) have also 103 

highlighted the role of background conditions (e.g. during the closely following 1809 and 1815 104 

eruptions) for the actual response pattern in particular at high latitudes.” 105 

 106 

 2901, line 22: ‘see Fig. 5 in Junglaus et al’.  107 

corrected 108 

2909, l. 10: ‘Miettinen’. 109 

corrected 110 

2909, l. 12: ‘Reykjanes’.  111 

corrected 112 
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2910, l. 8: ‘Häkkinen’. 113 

corrected  114 

2918, Fig. 1 is small in its size and thus it is difficult to see different time series. 2918, Fig. 1: indicate the 115 

colours of different simulations. 2919, Fig. 2a: indicate the colours of different simulations.  116 

We have renovated almost all figures for better clarity. We have splitted the former Figure 1 into two 117 

figures. Figure 1 is now showing pan-Arctic quantities, whereas Fig 2 reflects the more local variations 118 

near Svalbard. We have also included legends that allow identifying individual simulations. 119 

2920, legend for Fig. 3: explain dotted lines 120 

We have completely reworked the former Figure 3, which is now Figure 5 in the revised manuscript. We 121 

discriminate now the TOHTR, MOHTR, and GOHTR with solid, dotted, and dashed lines respectively and 122 

use colors to show individual simulations as well as the ensemble mean. In response to reviewer #2, we 123 

use now grey shading to indicate the 5-95%-tile range derived from the unforced control simulation.  124 

 125 

2903, Pavlov et al. 2011 is 2013 in references. 126 

Thanks, Pavlov et al., 2013 is correct.  127 

2904, Årthus et al., 2012 is 2013 in refs.  128 

Arthun et al., 2012 is correct. 129 

2915, Refs.: I could not find Müller et al. 2014 in the text.  130 

Müller et al., 2014 was at 2910, line 5 in the original manuscript 131 

2916, Refs.: Schauer et al. 2008 in the text? 132 

Schauer et al., 2008 was at 2904, line 6 in the original manuscript. 133 

 134 

  135 
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Response to Review #2: 136 

Response to RC C1443: 'Review of Enhanced 20th century heat transfer to the Arctic simulated in the 137 

context of climate variations over the last millennium, by J. H. Jungclaus, K. Lohmann, and D. Zanchettin',  138 

We thank the reviewer for his/her insightful comments, which have helped us to clarify our arguments 139 

and to improve the manuscript. We display here the reviewer’s comment in italic, our response in 140 

regular font, and quotation from the modified manuscript in quotation marks. 141 

This study assesses the results of coupled climate simulations covering the last millennium and reaching 142 

into the 20th century. The mechanisms responsible for temperature variability in the pan-Arctic region 143 

during the last millennium are assessed. In the preindustrial time period, the simulated temperature 144 

variations in the region are found to correlate closely with ocean heat transport variations. For the 145 

postindustrial period, previous paleoceanographic reconstruction studies have indicated a dramatic 146 

warming in Atlantic Water (AW) as compared to the preindustrial period, leading to anomalous enhanced 147 

ocean heat transport into the Arctic. This has previously been suggested to be a key element in the Arctic 148 

response to anthropogenic warming, adding to the local warming and sea-ice temperature feedback. This 149 

study proposes a mechanism by which this could take place: anthropogenic warming results in a 150 

weakening of the deep water formation and the Atlantic meridional overturning circulation (AMOC), 151 

which leads to a strengthening of the subpolar gyre (SPG). Assessing quantitatively the factors 152 

contributing to regional climate changes is undoubtedly of importance. The results are very interesting 153 

and contribute to our understanding of Arctic climate change in a paleoclimatic perspective, highlighting 154 

the importance of ocean circulation changes in the Arctic amplification of global warming. Although the 155 

focus of the manuscript is the 20th-century, the discussion is framed in the context of the last millennium 156 

and thus the manuscript is well suited for Climate of the Past. The paleoclimatic focus and the paper itself 157 

would both gain if preindustrial simulated variations were discussed in depth in this same manuscript, but 158 

I can understand that the authors reserve this for a future manuscript, as they mention. 159 

We thank the reviewer for the positive evaluation of our manuscript. A more thorough study of the 160 

mechanisms leading to the pre-industrial variations in the North Atlantic/Arctic ocean-atmosphere 161 

system has evolved into a promising PhD thesis. We would stress indeed that we see a specific value in 162 

the present study in the fact that it put the recent changes in times of anthropogenic changes into 163 

context with internally-generated and naturally-forced variations. 164 

General comment #1: 165 

The authors claim that the mechanism they describe explains the enhanced 20th century warming. 166 

However, to be totally convincing they would need to illustrate it using 20th century oceanographic 167 

observations. It is clear that for the previous period there will be no observations available, and this is 168 

where their simulations are most valid. But without current observations what they show is just a 169 

plausible mechanism as inferred from their climate model. As the authors say, ‘the model results have to 170 

be confronted with observations and reconstructions to assess in how far they reproduce the real climate 171 

evolution, both in direct comparison‘. This applies also to the mechanisms. Thus, I suggest including an 172 

assessment on observational changes in ocean heat transport in the 20th century, assessing whether it is 173 
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taking place and whether it responds to the same mechanism as described here. If this is not possible, it 174 

should be explained clearly why, and some of the conclusions should be rephrased. 175 

We agree and have conducted a more thorough literature survey to find long-term observations that 176 

could serve to support or question the mechanism described in our study. However, most continuous 177 

observations (e.g. from weather ships) are only available for a few decades and are mostly characterized 178 

by strong multidecadal fluctuations (see, for example weather ship Mike (Osterhus and Gammelsroed, 179 

1999, in the new reference list). Moreover, quantities like heat transport need sophisticated equipment 180 

for measuring both temperature and transport, and there are no long-term observations. Compilations 181 

of observational data are available in the form of (partly gridded) data sets, like HadISST. We have 182 

included in our discussion now a paragraph including an assessment of these data sets and some 183 

additional references to high-resolution reconstructions of SSTs for the last few centuries (Hall et al., 184 

2010; Cunningham et al., 2013 see new reference list). A very robust finding appears to be the relative 185 

cooling of, at least, part of the subpolar basin that is clearly visible, for example in  HadISST. We also 186 

quote a compilation of 20th century surface temperature and salinity data (Reverdin etv al., 2010), which 187 

do not support our mechanism, and have added this to our discussion on model uncertainty: 188 

“Obtaining a comprehensive view from long-term direct observations of temperature, salinity, 189 

or transports remains challenging. There exist only a few long-term time series. Many 190 

continuous records, such as those from weather ships (e.g. Østerhus and Gammelsrød, 1999) 191 

cover the last decades and are characterized by multi-decadal variability. The temperature 192 

measurements over the 20th century near Svalbard by Pavlov et al. (2013) and one of the 193 

longest time-series available at all, the Kola section in the Barents Sea (Skagseth et al., 2008) 194 

support the pronounced warming in the Atlantic Water branch in the industrial period. 195 

Polyakov et al. (2004) synthesized various observational data sets to conclude that the 196 

intermediate Atlantic Water layer in the Arctic shows a continuous warming trend that is 197 

superposed by multi-decal variability. Combining proxy data and observations, Cunningham et 198 

al. (2013) compiled a synthesis of SST changes in the north-eastern North Atlantic and the 199 

Nordic Seas during the last millennium. For the 20th century (their Figure 1a), they report that 200 

most of the records reflecting the Atlantic Water branch along Scotland and Norway indicate a 201 

warming, while other records from the sub-polar North Atlantic indicate neutral or cooling 202 

conditions. High-resolution proxies from the Iceland Basin (Hall et al., 2010) over the last 230 203 

years indicate cooling of SSTs in the central subpolar gyre region, which would be consistent 204 

with our findings. The available SST gridded data sets HadISST (Rayner et al., 2006) and ERSSTv3 205 

(Smith and Reynolds, 2004) as well as the Simple Ocean Data Assimilation (SODA) reanalysis 206 

(Carton and Giese, 2008) are all characterized by a cooling trend in the subpolar gyre region 207 

(Drijfhout et al., 2012; Kim and An, 2012). Polyakov et al. (2010) have used historical data from 208 

the North Atlantic Ocean and decomposed the changes between the 1920s and present into 209 

non-linear trend and multi-decadal variability patterns. The large-scale nonlinear trend pattern 210 

resembles the 20th century SST trend in the HadISST and is characterized by cooling over the 211 

subpolar gyre (see their figure 5) and warming in the subtropical North Atlantic and on the 212 

northwestern European Shelf, again compatible with our results for the 20th century 213 

simulations. On the other hand, the 20th century compilation of temperature and salinity data 214 
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from the subpolar gyre region by Reverdin (2010) compares less well with our study: the 215 

central SPG at about 60N is characterized by slightly positive temperature and negative density 216 

trends.   Uncertainties in early observations and reconstructions preclude a definite answer to 217 

what degree the findings reported here can be verified by observations. While the dynamical 218 

mechanisms proposed here to explain the enhanced heat transfer to the Arctic appear largely 219 

compatible with observed features in the North Atlantic, they may depend on the particular 220 

model system.” 221 

General comments #2: 222 

Another point I think should be addressed is the statement that the AMOC reduction is the trigger of the 223 

SPG increase. Is an AMOC decrease really necessary to strengthen the SPG, or are the AMOC decrease 224 

and the strengthening of the SPG both a response to reduced deep water formation and local cooling? A 225 

reduction of the AMOC under anthropogenic warming at most only attenuates the warming. Cooling is 226 

rather only found locally, in response to reduced deep water formation. I think it would be more exact to 227 

frame their results in this way. 228 

Although we cannot definitely say if the AMOC weakening is the initial trigger of the SPG increase, or if 229 

changes in the baroclinic structure influence the SPG strengthening we would state the following: 230 

1. Reduced deep water formation would not accelerate the SPG per se. On the contrary, as has 231 

been shown in many previous studies (e.g. Eden and Willebrand, 2001; Häkkinen and Rhines, 232 

2009) stronger cooling by surface fluxes in the Labrador Sea (for example during NAO+ situation) 233 

leads to the characteristic doming of the isopycnals in the Lab Sea and to an enhanced SPG 234 

strength. In our study, we find reduced deep water formation in the 20th century mainly related 235 

to warmer conditions in the Lab Sea (see the new figure 8a) and, as a consequence, a slightly 236 

reduced magnitude of the barotropic stream function (new Figure 4b). 237 

2. We show that the combination of reduced MOHTR in subtropical and subpolar latitudes and the 238 

increase in GOHTR leads to a changes in the TOHTR that are associated with advective cooling or 239 

warming (derived from the divergence of the lateral heat transports). We hope that the newly 240 

drawn Figure 5 (previously Figure 3) helps to clarify better the relation between the components 241 

of the heat transports and the induced warming/cooling. Moreover, the atmosphere-ocean heat 242 

fluxes are positive over the cool region in the subpolar North Atlantic (new Figure 5b). Thus the 243 

atmosphere warms the colder ocean and acts to damp the temperature changes. 244 

3. Also in observations (e.g. HadISST, see, for example Kim and An, 2012, or Drijfhout et al 2012) 245 

the so-called “warming hole” does not occur localized in the deep water formation region in the 246 

Labrador Sea. 247 

 248 

Therefore we keep to the description of the mechanism as we outlined it in the first submission. We 249 

have substantiated the connection between AMOC, deep water formation, LSW, and Labrador Sea 250 

surface characteristics by providing the new figure 8a and the corresponding text in the manuscript: 251 

“To further elucidate the origin of the circulation changes we identify first the reason for the 252 

weakening of the AMOC in the subtropical and subpolar North Atlantic. A key ingredient 253 
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modulating the AMOC here is the strength of deep water formation in the Labrador Sea (Latif 254 

et al., (2006), Lohmann et al., 2014). To quantify the latter we calculate the thickness of the 255 

Labrador Sea Water (LSW) in the region (Lohmann et al., 2014). Normalizing the anomalies, we 256 

see a clear co-variability with the AMOC at 30N and 1500m depth when AMOC lags by roughly 257 

8-10 years. Next, we establish a link between LSW thickness and surface properties by 258 

correlating LSW thickness with the surface density field (not shown), which reveals the central 259 

Labrador Sea as convection hot-spot. The evolution of surface density, temperature and salinity 260 

in the so-identified region reveals, as expected, that enhanced LSW formation comes together 261 

with positive density anomalies at the surface, which reduce the static stability and induce 262 

convection. Also shown in Figure 8a are the corresponding temperature and salinity time 263 

series. Following the evolution through the last three centuries indicate pronounced multi-264 

decadal variability and pronounced differences between the industrial period and the centuries 265 

before. The multidecadal variability is characterized by co-varying temperature and salinity, 266 

where apparently, density is determined by the salinity changes (e.g., fresher and lighter 267 

conditions lead to less dense surface waters, which is not compensated by colder 268 

temperatures). The variations in the regional fresh-water budget is mainly caused by 269 

modulations of the sea-ice and fresh water supply from higher latitudes (Jungclaus et al., 2005). 270 

During the 20th century, however, this relation breaks down as somewhat fresher conditions 271 

(also caused by increasing sea-ice and fresh-water export through Denmark Strait, not shown) 272 

go along with a general warming, partly caused by direct radiative forcing, partly be 273 

redistribution of heat by an enhanced Irminger Current. As a result, AMOC weakens at latitudes 274 

downstream from the LSW formation region. The temporal evolution of the vertical density 275 

structure in the Labrador Sea indicates then generally less dense conditions in the upper 276 

2000m. Interestingly, the deepest layers are characterized by relatively colder temperatures 277 

and higher densities that are caused by the enhanced overturning in the Nordic Seas and 278 

associated changes in the strength and density of the Denmark Strait overflow. Changes in the 279 

vertical density structure are important for the east-west density gradient driving the AMOC 280 

(Lozier et al., 2010), but also affect the baroclinic structure of the gyre directly (Drijfhout and 281 

Hazeleger, 2006).” 282 

 283 

 284 

Other minor comments to consider are the following: 285 

- Abstract: I find misleading the statement in the abstract saying ’Here we present results from Earth 286 

system model simulations over the last millennium that reproduce and explain reconstructed integrated 287 

quantities such as pan-Arctic temperature evolution during the pre-industrial millennium’. Besides the 288 

very low frequency variability, climate variations in the preindustrial period are not really reproduced or 289 

explained. I assume this is part of a companion paper, as the authors say. 290 

Point taken: since we do not discuss the pre-industrial evolution in detail, we have removed the 291 

respective statement. 292 

- Page 2899, line 10: correct ’Intercomparision’ 293 

Corrected 294 
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- Page 2905: why do the authors say ’a weaker overturning component is compensated by a stronger 295 

gyre’? Despite the weaker overturning the MOHT does increase, at least at high northern latitudes. This 296 

figure is however very confusing, see below. 297 

We admit that we haven’t made the point clear enough and the old figure 3 was, indeed, hard to 298 

understand (partly it appeared pretty small in the printable version).  Firstly, we have moved the old 299 

figure 5 (the 20th trends in AMOC and barotropic stream function) to appear earlier in the manuscript as 300 

figure 4.. The AMOC figure clearly shows the reduction in subtropical and subpolar latitudes, while there 301 

is an enhancement north of 60N. Second, we have modified the old Figure 3 (now Figure 5): In figure 5a, 302 

one can now more clearly see the strong reduction of MOHTR (now the dotted lines), but, between 40 303 

and 55N, this is partly compensated by GOHTR (the dashed lines). The resulting TOHTR exceeds the 304 

range of natural variability mainly outside this region, but its variation with latitude is quite pronounced, 305 

which indicate divergence or convergence of the heat transport. 306 

- Page 2901, section 3: related to my comment above, the discussion of the preindustrial last millennium 307 

is limited to the comparison of the broad, low frequency variations in the reconstructed and simulated 308 

Arctic surface air temperature, sea-ice and Atlantic water temperatures. This discussion could be 309 

deepened. For example, even though figure 1b shows the simulations and reconstructions agree within 310 

the uncertainties of the latter, the simulations a priori seem to show a larger degree of agreement with 311 

each other than as compared to the reconstructions. These similarities could be a matter of chance or be 312 

related to the external forcing, but in the latter case they should also be reflected in the reconstructions, 313 

unless internal variability is strongly underestimated by the model. I understand in the case of 1c it can be 314 

partly a consequence of limited temporal resolution of the proxies. 315 

We have modified the respective paragraph regarding the variability in the sea-ice reconstruction and 316 

simulations (Figure 1b) and modified our conclusion regarding the role of internal variability: 317 

“Notwithstanding questions regarding uncertainties in the reconstructions, it is difficult to 318 

relate the event to known volcanic or solar forcing variations (e.g. the minimum around 1700 319 

appears at the time of the Maunder minimum in solar variations). The anomalies in the 15th to 320 

17th century exceed the 2-sigma range of control experiment variability significantly. We have 321 

detected events of similar magnitude in unforced control simulations, but they appear only 322 

very rarely (once in a 1000 yr simulation). It is therefore possible that the model 323 

underestimates internal variability of the sea-ice extent.” 324 

 325 

-Page 2907, line 18: the sentence in the discussion stating the SPG intensification is caused by ’the 326 

weakening of the AMOC and the associated reduced heat supply’ is misleading. As explained above, the 327 

SPG I understand is spun up because of local cooling due to reduced deep water formation, not because 328 

of reduced heat transport by the overturning. The AMOC does decrease, but as the authors say this does 329 

not imply reduced heat transport by the overturning. Also, is an AMOC decrease really necessary to 330 

strengthen the SPG or are the AMOC decrease and the strengthening of the SPG both a response to 331 

reduced deep water formation and local cooling? (see also the comment below). 332 
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See response to “General comment 2”. We have shown that that the SPG does not strengthen as a 333 

response of cooling by surface forcing, while we have clearly demonstrated that the AMOC weakening in 334 

subtropical and subpolar latitude is related to deep water formation in the Labrador Sea. What we 335 

cannot rule out, however, is that the changing density structure in the western part of the North Atlantic 336 

has a direct effect on the gyre circulation, as has been pointed out by Drijfhout and Hazeleger (2006). 337 

Therefore we have modified the first lines of the “Discussion” section: 338 

“Our analysis has demonstrated that the increasing heat transports to higher latitudes are 339 

mainly caused by changes in the gyre and overturning circulation in the subpolar North 340 

Atlantic. These changes are caused by a reduction in deep water formation in the Labrador Sea, 341 

which leads to reduced overturning circulation in subtropical and subpolar latitudes. In 342 

addition, changes in the vertical structure of water masses at the western boundary can modify 343 

the baroclinic gyre circulation (Drijfhout and Hazeleger, 2006). The associated changes in 344 

MOHTR and GOHTR lead to enhanced TOHTR towards higher latitudes and heat transport 345 

divergence (cooling) in the subpolar region. The colder and denser SPG then spins up 346 

baroclinically, which further increases the GOHTR (dashed lines in Figure 5a), which, in turn, 347 

extracts even more heat from the SPG center and further increases the horizontal density 348 

gradient.” 349 

 350 

  351 

- Page 2909, lines 8-21: the authors give arguments supporting a similar mechanism might operate 352 

during the late Holocene. They end up saying that the preindustrial millennium will be assessed 353 

separately. However, as suggested in my major comment above, they could attempt to identify this 354 

mechanism in present-day observations or explain why this is not feasible. 355 

See response to “General comment #1” 356 

- Page 2011, line 16: again, is an AMOC decrease really necessary to strengthen the SPG or are the AMOC 357 

decrease and the strengthening of the SPG both a response to reduced deep water formation and local 358 

cooling? 359 

See response to “General comment #2”, and the comment to page 2907, ln18.  360 

 361 

- Figure 1: please state which of the three simulations corresponds to each colour. Also, in panels b and c, 362 

it is difficult to distinguish the thin from the thick lines. The same goes for figure 2b. I would strongly 363 

suggest using shading for the confidence intervals. 364 

We have redone most of the figures for better clarity. We have split Figure 1 into two and discriminate 365 

now between the pan-Arctic changes in summer temperatures and sea ice (new Figure 1) and the more 366 

local time series from Fram Strait (now Figure 2), which is also quite essential for the manuscript. We 367 

have also included labels to discriminate between individual simulations. Using now dashed lines for the 368 

confidence interval for reconstructed sea ice seems to work well. 369 

- Figure 3a is confusing: I understand there are three colors, black for the total, red for the gyre and blue 370 

for the overturning component, I assume for the ensemble as fig 2b. If so the ensemble should be 371 
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explicitly mentioned. What are the dotted lines? As before, there are too many lines, I would strongly 372 

suggest using shading for the confidence intervals. 373 

We agree and apologize that we did not pay attention to the bad visibility of the figure in the printable 374 

manuscript. We thank for the suggestion using shading. We have therefore completely modified this 375 

figure (that is now Figure 5). We use shading in the background for the confidence interval. We use now 376 

colors for individual simulations and labels to identify them. We discriminate between the components 377 

MOHTR and GOHTR using dashed and dotted lines, respectively, whereas TOHTR is given now by solid 378 

lines. It is now much clearer what is outside/inside the range of internal variability. 379 

 380 


